
 Got No Data Phone Plan?: 

SMSmart Simulates Useful 

Apps Using SMS When You 

Have No Data 

 Don’t Forget to Spring 

Forward on Sunday: Then 

Watch the Apple Watch 

Event on Monday 

 Most Popular Weather 

Web Site: Weather Un-

derground is Everything 

You Need  

 Google Improvement: 

Google Contacts Now 

Keeps Your Contacts Up-

dated, Merges Duplicates 

 The Root Glass Bottle: 

Coca~Cola Celebrates the 

100th Anniversary of this 

Historic Trademark 

Video of the Week: Kids Caught—Jacob Memories 

Titera’s Titbit: Aspirin 

On March 6, 1899, the Imperial Patent Office in Berlin 
registers Aspirin, the brand name for acetylsalicylic 
acid, on behalf of the German pharmaceutical company 
Friedrich Bayer & Co. Now the most common drug in 
household medicine cabinets, acetylsalicylic acid was 
originally made from a chemical found in the bark of 
willow trees. In its primitive form, the active ingredient, 
salicin, was used for centuries in folk medicine, begin-
ning in ancient Greece when Hippocrates used it to 
relieve pain and fever. Known to doctors since [More] 
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BEFORE YOU TAKE YOUR LAST BREATH: The Colorado Bucket List (Part 4) 

#16: Take the Telluride Gondola at Sunset - Normally, we rave about Colo-

rado’s natural wonders, but here we’ve got to 

pay respect to a product of human labor. The 

gondola that connects the mountain town with 

slopeside amenities ferries people (and bikes, 

skis, and strollers) over the 10,500-foot peak 

every day. The ride to the slopes is spectacular 

as you lurch away from the station and glide up, up, up. The journey back 

down to town, though, is unforgettable, especially at sunset, when sun-

beams warm your back as you gaze out over the box canyon.  

#17: Find Your Groove at the 'PEC - The El Chapultepec, better known as 

simply “the ’Pec” is a unique dive bar where you 

can enjoy the soulful sounds of a hard-chargin’ 

blues group. Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, and 

even Bill Clinton have graced the stage. So, while 

seeing a show at the natural amphitheater 

carved into the hills above Morrison is undoubt-

edly a spiritual experience for many, the ’Pec, with its classic jazz lineups, 

gritty atmosphere, and occasional $2 cover, has never failed to deliver a 

memorable night. 

#18: Indulge in the Ultimate Hazy Day - Early on, you’ll want to stick to sati-

va-based strains (the more energetic ones) to 

ensure that the lure of the couch doesn’t veto all 

your plans. Make it an in-town getaway at the 

Adagio, a “bud-and-breakfast” inn near Chees-

man Park, where you can start your day with a 

“wake ‘n’ bake” hit or two while the lodge’s chef 

cooks up a gourmet breakfast.  

#19: Take a Selfie on a Fourteener - You need evidence that while the rest 

of us slept, you climbed a 14,000-foot peak—in 

the dark. And there it is, at arm’s length: a you-

want-to-have-my-life pic on the top of 14,131-

foot Capitol Peak near Aspen. Now, inundate 

your Facebook friends with additional pics—but 

if we see one fish face, this friendship is over. 

#20: Visit all 46 of Colorado's State and Nation-

al Parks - Colorado is the king of state and na-

tional parks. Each one is unique and spectacular. 

If you visited one per week, you could have them 

all done in a year. Make sure you experience 

each of them before you take your last breath. 
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